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On-line camera manual library

If you find this manual useful, how about a donation of $2 to:
M. Butkus, 29 Lake Ave., High Bridge, NJ 08829-1701
and send your e-mail address so I can thank you.
Most other places would charge you $7.50 for a electronic copy or
$18.00 for a hard to read Xerox copy.

This will allow me to continue this site, buy new manuals and pay their shipping costs.
It'll make you feel better, won't it?

If you use Pay Pal, go to my web site
www.orphancameras.com and choose the secure PayPal donation icon.
Rolleicord Vb

With this versatile Rollei you have five picture formats in one camera — for roll and for miniature film. That means greater scope, more flexibility and no problems of picture size. That is what makes the Rolleicord Vb so popular.

It is also a Rollei at an amazingly low price — a further point in favour of the Rolleicord Vb. You first buy the basic outfit, and then extend it at any time later on — for instance with the Rolleilux, the accessory exposure meter combined with a lens hood.

You are no doubt familiar with the idea of the Rollei system from our colour catalogue “Rollei 2¼ x 2¼ inches — its assets and yours”. This listing of features is a special supplement for it.

Rolleicord Vb with Xenar f/3.5 lens .................................................. 530 011
Ever-ready case ................................................................. 970 070
Carrying strap ................................................................. 570 140
16-exposure outfit ......................................................... 208 300
24-exposure outfit ......................................................... 208 500
Rolleikin outfit .............................................................. 208 850
Rolleilux .............................................................. 201 010
Lenses:  Taking lens: 75 mm. Schneider Xenar f/3.5, four elements, angle of view 55°. Finder lens: 75 mm. Heidosmat f/3.2. Size I bayonet fitting (6 x 6) for accessories.


Shutter: Synchro-Compur MXV, X- and M-synchronized for flash. Self-timer with approximately 10 seconds delay. Exposure value settings (Fig. 1): 4 to 18, with cross-coupled aperture-speed selection (Fig. 2). Range of shutter speeds: 1 to 1/500 second, B. Aperture range: f/3.5 to f/22. Single lever sets apertures and shutter speeds, separate settings also possible. Combined tensioning and release lever. Threaded socket for cable release and body release. Double exposure and blank frame lock, can be disengaged.

Focusing: Focusing knob with film type indicator. Unaided focusing range from infinity to 3 feet (0.9 metres). Depth of field scale.

Film Transport: Film transport knob with automatic film lock. Interchangeable film counter (Fig. 3) for 12, 16 or 24 exposures.

Picture Sizes: 2¼ x 2¼ inches (6 x 6 cm.) on size 120 roll film. With 16-exposure outfit: 1⅞ x 2⅛ inches (4 x 5.5 cm.) and 1⅞ x 1⅞ inches (4 x 4 cm.). With 24-exposure outfit: 28 x 40 and 24 x 36 mm. Also 24 x 36 mm. on 35 mm. miniature film with the aid of the Rolleikin outfit.

Dimensions and Weight: Height: 5½ inches (14.2 cm.). Width: 4 inches (10 cm.) Depth: 4 inches (10 cm.). Weight: 33 ounces (940 grams).


Rollei-Werke
Franke & Heidecke
Braunschweig
Germany

Your photo dealer will be glad to show you the Rolleicord V b.